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Abstract—The method proposed in this paper allows to
construct error-correcting systems by combining time and area
redundancy. In such a system, error detection is performed online,
while error correction uses a short-duration offline test. The
time penalty caused by the offline test applies only when an
error is detected. The error-correcting ability in such a system is
comparable with TMR, the area overhead is smaller for a class of
circuits, and the delay penalty caused by the offline test remains
reasonably small. The short-duration offline test is possible only
when extensive design-for-test practices are used. Therefore, a
novel gate structure is presented, which allows to construct
combinational circuits testable by a short-duration offline test.
The proposed test offers complete fault coverage with respect to
the stuck-on and stuck-open fault model.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In applications, where dependability is required, some kind
of redundancy has to be involved. In most cases, the time
or area redundancy is considered. The additional redundancy
offers an information which enables to identify and/or repair
an erroneous output of the system. To get this kind of
information, it is possible to perform parallel computations by
using independent computational units, perform recomputation
using the same unit, or use offline testing [1].
The erroneous system output is caused by a fault at the
physical level. From the physical faults point of view, area
redundancy-based methods are well suitable for mitigation of
errors caused by both transient and permanent faults. Computation repetition (i.e., time redundancy) can be efficiently used
for mitigating errors caused by transient faults.
Offline testing can be used to identify long-duration transient or permanent fault presence inside the system under
test [1]. Additionally, offline testing can be efficiently used to
repair errors only if the test has significant and realistic faultcoverage. If the offline test passes, the output of the system
may be correct or not, depending on the test coverage. On the
other side, if the test does not pass, it is clear, that for the
set of input vectors, the system produces an erroneous output
(but it can still produce correct outputs for another set of input
vectors).
We can divide the error correcting and detecting methods
by the impact to the system performance to online and offline
methods. Online methods do not affect the system latency
significantly, on the other hand, offline methods suspend the
system.

The online error-correction can be achieved by triplicating
the original module. This is called a Triple modular redundancy (TMR) – see Figure 1a. TMR is able to produce correct
output, if at least two of three identical modules are fault-free.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual schemes of an error-correcting (a) TMR and (b) duplex
system with a self-checking module M*

Online error-correction functionality can also be obtained
by using self-checking modules [2], [3] in a duplex system.
A duplex system contains two modules providing the same
function. At least one of the two modules must be selfchecking (M* ) to provide online error-detection ability. The
self-checking module is used for error localization, and consequently for error correction. This approach is presented in
Figure 1b.
Providing online error-detection typically means introducing some area overhead [3]. A simple example of a selfchecking module is a duplex system itself [1]. This is why
the area of a duplex system with one self-checking module (a
duplex too) is close to the area of TMR.
From a conceptual point of view, the offline test can be used
to provide the same information as the self-checking module –
see Figure 2. The main functional difference is that the decision
may be delayed. Additionally, TMR detects errors, while tests
detect faults. Hence, the fault model used must be realistic and
the test’s fault-coverage must be complete. Unfortunately, such
a test has typically number of disadvantages: the test must be
generated by an ATPG (Automatic Test Pattern Generator), it
must be stored in an on-chip memory and the testing itself is
time-consuming [1].
It would be advantageous, if the test vectors and the test
responses were easy to produce and check in hardware, while
the test length would be in orders of tens computational (clock)

cycles only and the fault-coverage of 100% with respect to the
used fault model. We call such a test a short-duration test.
This paper presents a novel method combining offline
testing with functional module duplication. Computation is
performed in parallel by two independent modules. If the
outputs differ, the offline test is executed. The test confirms
the fault presence in one of the modules. The block containing
a fault may produce faulty outputs, so it is marked as faulty
and the other module as the correct one. The offline testable
module is denoted as M** – see Figure 2. We call the system,
where one M and one M** module is used as a Time-Extended
Duplex (TED).
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(SEU), e.g., [6]. Some of the methods presented in the past
require recomputation after reconfiguration, e.g., [7], more
instances of the secured unit may be required, or the unit must
be divided into equivalent sub-units [8]. Exhaustive testing
using equivalent functional and backup units may be required
or error detection is delayed [9].
In contrast, our approach is more general – erroneous
output is detected immediately, it is possible to secure any
combinational circuit with no limitations, and it detects both
transient and permanent faults. No functional block reconfiguration is required. The error-correction ability is comparable
with TMR and the resulting circuit may be smaller at the same
time. As the time redundancy is employed only when a fault is
detected, some kind of handshaking is required – the system
is globally asynchronous.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section II,
the Time-Extended Duplex is described. The novel transistor
structure is presented in Section III and the short-duration test
is described in Section IV. The transistor-level model used to
extract circuit parameters is described in V. The experimental
evaluation is presented in Section VI. The paper is concluded
by Discussion (Section VII) and Conclusions (Section VIII).

Fig. 2. Conceptual scheme of an error-correcting duplex with module M**
(short-duration testable) – the Time-Extended Duplex

This paper extends our previous work [4], while its main
principle is preserved. The key part of the presented method
is the short-duration test of the combinational module M** .
Originally, we used C-element-based gates, which allowed
to perform a test with a complete stuck-at fault coverage at
the gate level. This was achieved by circuit monotonicity,
symmetry and controllability of the used gate and also because
the C-element is state-holding. These properties allowed to
apply very simple test vectors – all-zero and all-one. These
values were then propagated to the outputs. In a fault-free
circuit, an all-zero output was the response to the all-zero input
and an all-one output was the response for the all-one input.
If there was a fault in the circuit, the opposite logic value was
propagated from the fault location up to the circuit outputs. In
other words: the circuit was flooded by zeroes or ones and any
fault blocked the value propagation from the circuit inputs to
the outputs. Such test vectors and test responses are easy to
produce and check in hardware.

II.

The basic principle of the Time-Extended Duplex has been
presented in the previous text. The detailed scheme of the TED
is shown in Figure 4. The detailed scheme of the TMR system
is shown in Figure 3 for comparison.
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A. Fault Model
The ability of error-correction in TED is influenced by the
fault-coverage and the accuracy of the selected fault-model.
In industry and also in academia, the gate-level stuck-at-fault
model is widely used because of its simplicity. We moved
to a more accurate transistor-level stuck-open/stuck-on fault
model [5]. The faults correspond to permanently closed or
open transistors. This model includes all gate-level stuck-atfaults and it models many physical defects, while remaining
reasonably simple to evaluate.
The test presented in this paper has 100% fault-coverage
with respect to the stuck-open/stuck-on fault model.
B. Contribution of the Paper
Other works combining time and area redundancy often
deal only with transient or soft faults like single-event upsets
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Detailed scheme of the TMR system

The TMR system is composed of three identical modules
(M) implementing the given logic function and three voters.
The voters’ decision is based on online comparison of three
output vectors.
A. The Time-Extended Duplex Structure
The TED computational part contains one original module
(M) and one functionally equivalent to M, but offline testable
module – (M** ). The voter (OUTPUT SELECT) decision is
based on the offline-test result stored in the SYSTEM STATE
REGISTER and the outputs of both combinational modules.
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The TED output may be delayed depending on the offline test
– the ready signal is used to signalize data validity.
The offline test is launched only if outputs of M and M**
differ and SYSTEM STATE REGISTER contains no result
of the previous test. The output difference is signalized by
OUTPUT COMPARE module.
The test controller is designed as a self-checking circuit.
It is composed of two identical and independent controllers
(CTRL A and CTRL B) and an array of C-elements. The Celement serves as a two-input comparator. If both inputs of
C-elements match, the output changes to this value, otherwise
the original output value is conserved [10]. The C-elements
outputs are used to control the test and these are also driven
back to each controller to compare with the controller’s output.
An error is detected at least by one of the controllers.
The offline test responses are checked by the OUTPUT
POLARITY module. This module produces an error/ok signal
for every bit of M** output. The information about detected
faults is stored in the SYSTEM STATE REGISTER. The
faults detected by CTRL A and CTRL B and by OUTPUT
POLARITY are stored separately, but for simplicity, the storage
is represented by a single block.
The input checker and the offline-test generator is composed of MODIF A and MODIF B modules and an array of
C-elements. Depending on the control signals, the output of
MODIF A and MODIF B is an all-zero or all-one vector or
a conversion of the single-rail input to dual-rail one (see next
sections). During the normal operation, MODIF A and MODIF
B are in the conversion mode – C-elements serve as online
checkers.
B. Error Detection and Correction
The TED design and the short-duration test of M** allows
a clear error-source localization in region A or region B. An

error caused by a fault located in region C may not cause an
erroneous output if both region A and region B are fault-free.
In case of a single fault, correct operation is guaranteed
(the TED output is correct). To secure the output, the TED
offers three equivalent outputs, the same number as in the TMR
system. Thus faults in one OUTPUT SELECT are tolerated.
For region A: the offline test finds any fault in M** . This
test is also able to identify an error at the M** input, thus the
C-element array errors are detected; MODIF A and MODIF B
input inequality and output errors for a given input are also
detected during the offline test. The controller is self-checking.
For region B: If the outputs of M** and M do not match and
no fault was detected during the offline test, the M** output is
fault-free and the M output is faulty.
The offline test is followed by recomputation – it guarantees the correctness of the output in case of an transient fault.
In case of a permanent fault, it is not necessary to perform
the test in every clock cycle – the stored test results are used
to correct the output in subsequent computational cycles and
the period between two tests may be configured by an external
reset signal. This is introduced to reduce the load caused by
permanent faults and to recover from the transient faults.

III.

P ROPOSED T RANSISTOR -L EVEL S TRUCTURE

The short-duration test of M** requires a special gate
design. The gate has to be monotonic and has to allow
propagation of all possible fault symptoms (one and zero).
We propose a novel structure similar to the dynamic domino

logic, which was deeply studied and is used even in industry.
Domino logic gates are monotonically rising [11].
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dual-rail signals and do not disrupt the monotonicity of M**
itself. The single-rail output of the module is sufficient, thus
only those internal signals should remain, which are required
to compute the single-rail output. Therefore, we can remove
half of the dual-rail circuit outputs (only the positive outputs
remain). Circuit parts feeding only the removed outputs should
also be removed – see Figures 6 and 7. Then the dual signals
serve as inverters replacements only, the number of outputs is
equal to M, and the number of the M** inputs varies between
one and twice the number of the M inputs. The number of gates
in such a circuit is then usually much lower compared to the
implementation of M* [4].
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Proposed transistor-level structure
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The overall advantage of domino logic is the gate size and
speed. The mobility ratio for holes/electrons is 2 – 3. This
causes that PMOS transistors have to be bigger than the NMOS
ones to achieve the same conductivity [11]. Therefore, by using
the dynamic domino AND and OR gates with precharge to zero,
the number of PMOS transistors is reduced.
The proposed dual AND/OR structure is shown in Figure 5
– this structure can realize both logic functions depending on
the control signals TU , TC and TD . From the functional point
of view, the proposed structure is still a domino logic gate.
The novelty is in increased controllability of the gate, which
is used for testability. According to the best of our knowledge,
no similar structure has been proposed before.
The described structure operates in two phases: precharge
and evaluation. The operation mode and the gate function
(AND/OR) is set by control signals, as shown in Tables I and II.
TABLE I.

step
precharge
evaluation
TABLE II.

step
precharge
evaluation

C ONTROL SIGNALS FOR AND

C
0
1

TU
0
0

TC
0
1

TD
0
0

O
↓
l

C ONTROL SIGNALS FOR OR

C
0
1

TU
0
1

TC
0
0

TD
0
1

O
↓
l

This behavior causes that both gates will run the falling
domino effect in the whole circuit during the evaluation phase.
Of course, an arbitrary logic function cannot be implemented by AND/OR gates only – inverting function must be
present. The offline test requires monotonicity, and thus no
inverter must be used. To introduce inversion, dual-rail logic
has to be employed as in traditional domino logic [11], [10]. In
dual-rail logic, an inverter is represented as a wire-swap only.
From the gate-level point of view, the circuit is monotonic.
Dual-rail is used to ensure monotonicity of the circuit only
– this is required for testing. The inverters may be present
at the physical input of the M** module only (in MODIF A
and MODIF B). The inverters transform the single-rail to the
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Fig. 7. Dual-rail logic circuit derived from the circuit in Figure 6 – every
NAND gate was replaced by an AND and OR gate pair. The crossed-out gates,
inputs, and outputs are removed by the reduction (M** )

After the reduction, the resulting circuit example in Figure
7 is smaller but it still has more gates than the original singlerail one, the number of outputs is the same, and the number of
inputs is increased – it has 6 primary inputs instead of 4 in the
original single-rail implementation in Figure 6 – both polarities
of inputs 1 and 2 are required to compute the outputs.
The reduction success depends on the circuit structure. We
also made number of experiments with the reduction. Allowing
inverters also at the output sometimes allows to remove additional gates. During these experiments, we applied number of
simple greedy heuristics and no significant improvement has
been achieved (no improvement for most of the circuits and 3%
on average). Moreover, testing of the output inverters requires
additional logic. If the output inverters are to be eliminated,
the following logic must be modified to accept inverted inputs.
IV.

P ROPOSED O FFLINE T EST

The offline test of M** is composed of several sub-tests.
Each sub-test is designed to cover a set of faults in M**
(Sections IV-B and IV-C) or errors at the outputs of other
modules (Section IV-A).

A. M** Inputs Test
At the beginning of the test, the inputs sub-test is performed. MODIF B is used to propagate the output of MODIF
A thru the C-elements. This is performed in two steps: the
output of MODIF B is set to all-one – this propagates all ones
from the MODIF A output to the C-elements output. Then the
output of MODIF B is set to all-zero – this propagates zeroes
from the MODIF A output to the C-elements output. After that,
the output of M** is computed by using the MODIF A output
only. The output is then compared with the M output.
The same steps are then repeated for the MODIF B output
and the result is also compared with the output of M. If one
of the two M** outputs matches the M output and the other
does not match, errorneous MODIF has been detected. If no
output matches with the M output, the test continues to the next
sub-test.
B. M** Test
The main part of the test is a short-duration test of the
module M** . The following sub-tests are performed level by
level. The gate level is defined as the maximal path length
(number of gates) from the circuit primary inputs. The circuit
depth is the maximum of the gate levels. The primary inputs
are at level 0.
The term primary input is used in all sub-tests and refers
to physical, not the logical circuit inputs. In the reduced dualrail logic (Section III), one circuit input may be represented
by two signals – two primary inputs.
The test of
is inspired by ideas described in Section I
– the circuit is periodically flooded by a single value (1 and
0 alternate), and the flood propagation can be disrupted by
faults. As this happens level-by-level, a fault in a lower level
will cause the same fault symptom at higher levels. During
the test, the control signals are used to discover faults and
propagate the fault symptoms. This is the core idea of the
short-duration test.
M**

For example, a stuck-open in an NMOS transistor of a gate
at the first level will cause that a zero value will occur at an
input of a gate (configured as AND) at level two. This value
– the fault symptom – is propagated up to the circuit outputs.
The proposed short-duration test of M** itself is divided
into 3 sub-tests.
The sub-test 1 (Table III) and the sub-test 3 (Table V)
were designed to detect stuck-open faults and the sub-test 2
(Table IV) to detect stuck-on faults. Additionally, the tests are
able to detect some of the second-type faults as a side-effect.
Stuck-opens are generally relatively simple to detect because
the gate is unable to change the output (the gate output retains
its previous value). Every sub-test contains a cycle with the
number of iterations equal to the circuit depth.
Table VI shows, which sub-test detects the stuckopen/stuck-on fault for a given transistor (see transistor labels
in Figure 5).
In sub-test 1, the output is checked in every iteration
because the precharge function of gates in the targeted level
is tested – the level-by-level fault-symptom propagation is not

TABLE III.

step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

C

TU TC
TD
set circuit primary inputs to 0
start in level i = 1
in all levels:
0
0
0
0
in level i:
1
1
1
1
in level i:
1
0
0
0
in levels other than i:
1
0
1
0
set circuit primary inputs to 1
Check if the circuit output is all-one
if (++i ≤ depth) then goto 3

TABLE IV.

step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TU TC
TD
set circuit primary inputs to 0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
start in level i = 1
in all levels:
1
0
0
0
in level i:
1
0
1
1
in level i:
1
1
1
0
in level i:
1
1
0
1
if (++i ≤ depth) then goto 5
Check if the circuit output is all-zero

6
7
8

C
0

O

↓
0
↑
1
1
0
0
↑
1
1

T HE TEST SEQUENCE OF THE sub-test 2

C

TABLE V.

step
1
2
3
4
5

T HE TEST SEQUENCE OF THE sub-test 1

O
↑
↓
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

T HE TEST SEQUENCE OF THE sub-test 3

TU TC
TD
0
0
0
set circuit primary inputs to 1
1
0
0
0
start in level i = 1
in level i:
1
0
1
0
in level i:
1
0
0
0
if (++i ≤ depth) then goto 5
Check if the circuit output is all-one

O
↓
0
0
0
↑
1
1
1
1

possible. In this case, the function of gates in the targeted level
is checked and the other gates are configured to propagate fault
symptoms up to the circuit outputs.
In other tests, the output is tested only once at the end of
each sub-test. The tests principle is that the value at the faulty
gate output is flipped even if it should stay constant during
the test. The value flip in the lower level causes that a pulldown path in the following level becomes conductive even if
it should be closed (for sub-test 2) or vice-versa (for sub-test
3). In this way, a possible fault syndrome is propagated up to
the primary outputs.

TABLE VI.

transistor
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

S UB - TESTS COVERING THE FAULTS

tests covering faults
stuck-on
stuck-open
(short)
3
2
2*
1, 3
2
3
2
1
1*, 3*
2
2
1, 3
2
1
2
3

C. Inverter Stuck-On Faults
Several tests in Table VI are marked by an asterisk. The
stuck-on faults at transistors ‘b’ and ‘e’ cannot be necessarily
detected by the presented sub-tests. The detectability of these
faults depends on the fault nature. From the functional point
of view, a fault causing an error at the gate output should be
detectable by the presented tests. But in reality, it can behave
as a transient fault if a short in the transistor causes, that the
output voltage is close to the next gate input threshold. Such
a fault can cause errors on a random basis and may or may
not be detected.
This can be solved by applying fault-current measurement.
The fault-current is normally measured externally [5], [11],
but in the past years, much work has been done also in the
Built-In Current Sensors (BICS) area, starting from [12] in
1996, where the first BICS for deep sub-micron technologies
has been presented. Recently, BICSs were proposed also for
transient faults detection [13].
One BICS is able to monitor only a limited number
of power rails due to a limited resolution and current load
capacity. This implies using more parallel BICSs for the whole
circuit [12]. We propose to use BICSs just for fault detection at
the output inverting stage of the proposed gate. Just one power
rail has to be measured using BICS. Based on the previous
sentences, this reduces the area overhead caused by using
parallel BICSs. Additionally, the increased controllability of
the circuit allows to perform the required test by applying two
test-vectors only – one vector to force the value 1 at the output
of all gates and the second for the value 0. The mentioned
stuck-on faults are detectable using BICS at the end of subtest 2 and sub-test 3, therefore, no additional test cycles are
required (although BICS tends to be slow and thus increase test
time). Additionally, BICS can be used for the online detection
of bridging faults located at the gate output.
D. The Overall Test
The overall offline test is composed by concatenating all
the sub-tests. Additionally, sub-tests 1 – 3 may be interleaved
by fault-current measurement, as described above. The test
length is variable. If an erroneous input is identified during
the inputs sub-test, the test is terminated, with the indication
of a fault presence. If not, the test continues with the next
three sub-tests. If no fault is detected during sub-tests 1 – 3,
the output of module M is marked as faulty.
The total test length is given by the following equations:

ttot = tinput + t1 + t2 + t3 [+ 2 · tBICS ]

(1)

assuming that d is the circuit depth and te is the upper
estimation of the time required for signals setting during the
sub-tests, we can substitute:
ttot ≤ 2·te +(d·te )+(te +d·te )+(te +d·te ) [+ 2·tBICS ] (2)
ttot ≤ (3d + 4) · te [+ 2 · tBICS ]

(3)

This implies that the resultant test length depends on gate
sizes and the circuit depth only.
The parameter d depends on the circuit structure. In real
circuits, d is often smaller than 10. In general, te is the time
of few computational cycles only (clock cycles for clocked
circuits). Thus, the total test length remains in orders of tens
of computational cycles only.
V.

U SED G ATE M ODEL

To compare properties of circuits designed by using the
proposed gate structure with static CMOS NAND gates and
with standard dynamic domino logic, we use a transistor-level
model. Our model considers just the transistor channel width
and length. For comparison, static CMOS NAND has been
chosen because of its area-efficiency and domino logic gates
because of delay equivalence to the proposed gate structure
[11].
We consider that the conductivity of an N-type transistor
is 2.5-times higher than the conductivity of a P-type transistor.
The same assumption as for the conductivities is made for the
transistor gate capacities. Thus, the load caused by the P-type
transistor of the same conductivity is 2.5-times higher than that
of the N-type one. This corresponds to the logical effort [11].
Based on the transistor-level properties, the model for every
logic gate is created. The gate model has the following parameters: size; precharge delay expressing the time required to
charge internal gate capacity during precharge; internal delay
expressing the time required to charge internal gate capacity
during evaluation; input capacity expressing the capacity at
the gate input; output current expressing the minimal current
delivered by the gate output.
If the delay of the NAND gate is to be minimized, its size
must be increased, but this affects the input capacitance of the
gate inputs and thus increases the gate input load. It may imply
that subsequent gates should be resized as well.
For the proposed (and also a standard domino) gate, the
inverter at the output partially shadows the outputs from the
inputs – the output current is affected by the size of the
transistor ‘b’ (Figure VI). If the transistor size is doubled, the
output load charging is two times faster. Naturally, doubling
the size of ‘b’ will increase the internal gate delay but the
input capacity is not affected.
As described in Section III, the proposed AND and OR gate
structures are equivalent in general. The only difference is in
internal delay during the evaluation caused by the different
number of transistors in series (2 for OR and 3 for AND),
which is the same as for equivalent standard domino gates.

For gates with high fan-out, the modeled delay may be
too pessimistic with our model. Thus, for circuits with similar structure, we compare delay. For circuits with dissimilar
structures, we compare circuit depth.
TABLE VII.

gate
NANDstatic
inverterstatic
ANDdomino
ORdomino
ANDproposed
ORproposed

input
capacity
4.5
3.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

G ATE PROPERTIES

output
current
1
1
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

precharge
delay
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

internal
delay
6.0
4.0
6.0
4.0

area
9
3.5
6.0
6.0
8.0
8.0

TABLE VIII.

For static NAND we have chosen a symmetric conductivity,
which is usual [11]. For dynamic gates we have chosen the
smallest possible sizes because they are faster compared to
static NAND gates. For all model parameters of used gates,
see Table VII.
The advantage of dynamic logic is obvious. Consider two
functionally equivalent circuits: one composed of static NAND
gates and the second of the proposed or domino gates. If there
is a gate with fan-out f in the NAND-based circuit, the load of
the gate output is:
l = f · 4.5
(4)
The output load of the proposed (or the standard domino) gate
with an equivalent fan-out is:
l =f ·1
VI.

The quantitative results of the comparison based on all
circuits from the set are shown in the Table VIII. Mstat represents the static NAND implementation and Mdomino the dynamic
domino logic implementation of M. Mstat,del represents the
scaled static implementation, where the area of M has been
scaled by the delay ratio between the static and the proposed
solution (M** ) to provide fair comparison. If the number in
Table VIII is lower than 100%, the proposed implementation
(M** ) is better than the given M.

(5)

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

For better understanding of the proposed approach, we
provide comparison of M and M** (Figures 3 and 4) in Section
VI-A. Consequently, the complete comparison of the TED and
TMR systems is provided in Section VI-B.
A. Combinational Parts Comparison
The comparison of the proposed M** with static NANDbased M and dynamic domino logic-based M is provided.
We synthesized 240 circuits from the following benchmarks: LGSynth’91 [14], LGSynth’93 [15], ISCAS’85 [16],
ISCAS’89 [17], and IWLS 2005 [18].
The flow was as follows: the benchmark circuits were preprocessed by the ABC [19] tool. At first, combinational parts
were extracted by the command comb and the following script
was applied:
st; dch; map; mfs; b
This script was iterated 20-times. The library of standard twoinput gates was used by the map command. The result of
the preprocessing was optimized combinational part of the
benchmark circuit in an AIG (And-Inverter Graph) format. The
AIG was then used to construct the reduced dual-rail circuits as
described in Section III. Circuit characteristics were extracted
using the gate model from Section V.
The reduction step reduces the area of the original dual-rail
circuit to 60% on average.

area, Mstat
delay, Mstat
area, Mstat,del
area, Mdomino
delay, Mdomino

min
52%
38%
32%
133%
100%

M** AND M COMPARISON

max
147%
266%
233%
133%
100%

median
84%
92%
76%
133%
100%

avg
88%
94%
82%
133%
100%

On average, the proposed structure is better than the static
NAND implementation of M in both area and delay (M**
compared to Mstat,del ) and it has equivalent delay and 133%
of the standard domino logic implementation area.
B. Time-Extended Duplex and TMR System Comparison
The comparison of combinational logic provides just partial information about proposed method usability. Thus, a
comparison of the complete TED structure (Figure 4) and
the dynamic domino logic-based TMR system (Figure 3) is
provided. The TED is based on the domino logic variant (M** ),
thus comparison with domino logic-based TMR system only
makes sense.
The area of TMR SELECT (see Figure 3) is proportional
to the number of TMR system outputs. If the number of inputs
and outputs of the combinational part is bigger than 50, then
the area of additional TED logic is proportional to the number
of inputs/outputs (the synthesis results show, that the constant
part of the additional logic is bigger than the variable part for
circuits with less than 50 inputs/outputs). From the empirical
observations of relations between sizes of modules in the TED
and TMR systems, we deduced the following expressions (|A|
represents the area of A):
if (#inputs ≈ #outputs) and (#outputs > 50) :
|TED| − |M| − |M∗∗ |
|TMR| − 3 · |M| ≈
4
12 · |TMR SELECT| ≈ |TED| − |M| − |M∗∗ |
12 · |TMR SELECT| < 2 · |M| − |M∗∗ |
12 · |TMR SELECT| < 0.66 · |M|
It may be simplified to:
if (#inputs ≈ #outputs) and (#outputs > 50) :
18 · |TMR SELECT| < |M|

(6)

For a circuit where the expression (6) holds, the TED is
likely better than the TMR system from the area perspective.
The heuristic based on the expression (6) has been verified
by using 67 circuits selected from the original benchmark
set. These circuits were selected to satisfy the expression (6)

r

view. According to the expression (6), the method is beneficial
for relatively large combinational circuits.

1,6

As a significant portion of the additional delay in the TED
system is proportional to the number of circuit outputs, TED
is efficient for circuits with a small number of outputs only.

1,4

1,2
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Fig. 8. The comparison of the TED and TMR systems for 67 selected circuits.
|TED|
The following ratio: r = |TMR| is shown. The circuits are shown descending
ordered by r
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